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The Steps:
(really quickly for those of you who can't wait)

1. Turn of your fash
2. Move your feet
3. Look at the whole frame



Introduction
I got my frst camera as a graduation gift when I was in the 8th grade.  And I've been taking 
pictures pretty much every day since then.

Every day. 

I won't tell you how long that has been.

Along the way, I couldn't help but notice little ways I was able to make my photos better, more 
aesthetically pleasing, and less in the trash. Long long before I ever got a 'fancy' dSLR camera.

Even though I was always shooting with a point-and-shoot camera (in no way professional), 
some of my techniques helped my images come out better and better.

You don't need to spend a lot of money on an expensive camera to take better photos.

You just need to remember a few very simple techniques and be aware when you're shooting.

Completely regardless of the equipment you have at your disposal.

I hope this little ebook will help you discover the easy ways you can improve your photography.

If you have a blog or a website that you have invested a lot of time and/or money into, I 
encourage you to take the next step in creating eye-catching images to  match the quality of 
the rest of your amazing content.



Materials Needed
1. A camera (it can be an SLR, or point-and-shoot, flm or digital).

2. A subject (person, place or thing)

That's it! That's all you NEED.

You may also want some .... 

1. Good light

2. Flickr account, blog, or some other way to share the results



Turn off your fash
The easiest way to get professional photos is to use natural light as much as 
possible. Which means no fash. Not on-the-camera-fash, not of-the-
camera-fash, not strobes. 

Those can all work, and can get you amazing images.

But if we're talking about EASY steps you can take right now? 

Just turn of your fash.

Your skin tones will be so much smoother
and more natural looking.

Your color balance will be so much closer 
to reality.

Your mood and ambience in the image 
will translate so much better.



Turn off your fash
Here's an example of the same image taken with and without a fash.

Can you see the diference? The way the fash washes out your 
subject, and makes the colors less-than true to life?

                  With fash                                                           Without fash



Turn off your fash
Consider your options.

A negative: Of course, if it is nighttime or you're in a very dark room, you will probably 
have to use a fash. I won't argue with you there. Try not to as much as possible and just 
notice the diference.

As you'll see when you get to the Extra Credit section, there are allowances to make 
instead of turning on the fash.

                                                                                                       Even though there IS light in this           
                                                                                                        wedding image, it is not coming            
                                                                                                        from my camera. Instead, I exposed    
                                                                                                        for the available light (coming from     
                                                                                                         the videographer or DJ's artifcial 

            light.

                 I COULD have used a fash, but as we 
           were outside,with no walls or ceilings 
           to bounce the light of of, using only 
           the available light was a far better 
          option.



Turn off your fash
An added beneft of turning of the fash: 
You're less disturbing in a quiet or candid 
moment. Think about your child playing, 
and you don't want to get his attention, for 
example.

Additionally, you'll be able to take a quick 
series of photos without the fash energy 
having to recycle. Like during a great big 
belly laugh, or a sports game. Those are 
images that need to be captured quickly, 
and relying on the fash for each image will 
really slow you down.

You can also ALLOW the image to be 
blurry, and embrace what it is anyway.



Turn off your fash

Of course, there are some places where you aren't actually allowed to use your 
camera, and a fash would just draw attention to your rule-breaking.



Examples
Here's a funny example: My in-laws' dog Hazel is scared to death of the fash. Lightning. Of-
camera fash. Or on-camera fash.

Which makes her scared of the camera. Petrifed. As in literally shaking and hiding under the 
bed.

 In the image here (below on the left, she is intentionally looking away from me because I have a 
camera in my hand (ironic that she is 'hiding' behind a camera, huh?)

Now Hazel has recognized what my camera looks like and has learned that my camera won't 
fash at her. Which means I'm able to get images that other people aren't (like the image below 
on the right). Just because I turned of the fash.



Examples
Who does this really well? 

 Ali Edwards - scrapbooker and storyteller extraordinaire

Ali (I LOVE her) has always preached the benefts of turning of your fash.

You'd be hard pressed to fnd an image of hers that she uses a fash on.

And have you seen her photos? They are a wonderful, natural look at her real 
life. How the lighting actually looks in her living room while her daughter 
plays, or in her ofce as she works. 

Ali is telling her story true-to-life. And using true-to-life lighting in her images 
is such a vivid way to do that.                

 

                                                                                 *for copyright reasons I can't use any of her actual images, 
                                                                                   but please follow the links to view more of Ali's work.

http://aliedwards.typepad.com/
http://aliedwards.typepad.com/_a_/2008/05/words-photos--1.html
http://www.flickr.com/photos/aliedwards/4538806680/in/set-72157623898014586/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/aliedwards/4538174861/in/set-72157623898014586/


Extra Credit
If you want to take it to the next step you can: 

• Check out your camera's ISO settings: 
Just like when you used to buy flm at 
200ISO or 400ISO, your camera can 
probably be set at a specifc ISO depending 
on your lighting (ISO indicates how 
sensitive to speed the flm or camera is)
Some dSLR cameras are going up to 
3200ISO or more. 
If your camera allows you to change the 
ISO settings, the higher the number, the 
better your image in low light.
Play and experiment with your ISO 
settings. You may fnd that the light in your 
kitchen needs 800ISO to be clear, while 
your living room only needs 400ISO.



Extra Credit
• Learn your “blur tolerance”: Turn your fash of 

and your camera will adjust other settings, 
which may mean some blurry images.
I have a very very low blur tolerance. I'd rather 
an image be slightly underexposed than blurry.
But not everyone is like me.
Some photographers have a much much higher 
blur tolerance. They love the way an image 
looks and feels even if the edges aren't crisp.
If this is the case with you, you'll feel perfectly 
comfortable taking images in a much darker 
room. The less light, the blurrier the image can 
get.
You can experiment in diferent light situations, 
play and learn what settings your camera needs 
to be on for you to get images you love.



Move your Feet
If your photo looks good from where you're standing, it could look even 
better from a diferent angle.

When you stop to take a photo, pause a moment and think about if the 
photo should be closer up or farther away or lit from a diferent side.

Think about if you could see more of your subject's face, or if you're too close 
and cutting something important out of the shot.

Not EVERY photo can be beneftted by changing your angle, but just pausing 
a moment to think about your angle can really help improve the image.



Move your feet
From when I walked in the room                                        From when I looked for a better shot

There can be a HUGE diference in the quality of 
your image, just by pausing a moment to think about
what is the best angle for what you are trying to
capture.

Around the side of the bed, and down lower to the 
subject's eye level.



Move your feet
Consider your options.

A negative: This doesn't
always work if you're
photographing children 
on sugar, or a time-
sensitive moment. You 
may have to just deal with 
where you are. But that's 
ok too.

I walked right past this 
image before I saw the 
pretty fall colors.

I had to go back to a spot 
I had walked through to get this image of the trees almost lined up.



Move your feet
An added beneft of moving your feet: It 
exercises your body. Ok, not really. Unless 
you're photographing your child's soccer 
game and running from one end of the feld to 
the other. 

What this really does is exercises your 
creativity. It makes you think of something 
apart from the typical or easy.

Often you'll fnd yourself physically limited by 
where you can take the shot from, but 
working with these kind of limitations is what 
really exercises our creative muscles.



Examples
Again with the dogs.

Of all the best pet (or child, actually) 
images I've ever seen, 99% of them 
are taken when the photo is down 
low, level with the subject (close to 
the ground).

Rather than capturing this tiny puppy 
from above where I was standing, I 
got down (dirty, in the grass, pretty 
low down) to capture him much 
closer to his natural environment. 

When you get down to their level, all 
of a sudden the perspective is 
correct. 

Yes, that dog toy really is bigger than 
him. :) 



Examples

Who does this really well?

Rachel Denbow – artist, thrifter and super cute mama

I love how she photographs her kids and how she 
photographs her amazing home decor.

Rachel will get right down near her daughter to capture her 
playing on a new blanket. Or stepping back far enough to 
really capture a sense of the chaos.

Love it.

*for copyright reasons I can't use any of her actual 
images, but please follow the links to view more of 
Rachel's work.

http://racheldenbow.blogspot.com/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/denbow/4545137352/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/denbow/3194057265/in/set-72157607377990514/


Extra Credit
If you want to take the next step you can: 

• Choose one object and take as many images of it as you can without moving it. This can 
mean from the side, from above, creative cropping, etc. 
I've done this and created a Flickr photo set as an example. 
There's about 12 images already in the set. 
I used a fxed lens (50mm) so I literally had 
to move my feet – as I couldn't zoom 
in or out. If I had chosen to change 
the lens – to a macro, for example –
I could have easily taken another 10
 or more images. Of the same item. 
Without moving it.
Give it a shot!

http://www.flickr.com/photos/47471847@N04/sets/72157623819778121/


Look at the Whole Frame
(not just your subject)

When you look through the viewfnder of your camera, look for not only the subject of your 
photo, but also anything else that might be in the way, out of place or distracting in the frame. 
Just by taking an extra second to double check that everything in the frame should be there, you 
can improve the quality of your images so much.

                   At frst glance:                                                               cropping out the sidetable with the           
lamp, digital clock, etc.

For example, if your child (or husband if yours is like mine) is building a sandcastle on the beach, 
wait for the old man in a speedo to walk out of the frame before taking a shot. Save that guy for 
his own photo :)



Look at the whole frame
Things to look for include:

• Distracting people or objects that can be 
moved (like a glass of water out of place)

• Distracting people objects that can be 
cropped out (don't forget to move your feet)

• Where the edge of the frame is cropping your 
subject (try not to crop right on a joint, like an 
elbow)

With this image: 

• No fash

• Moved my feet to get down at her eye-level

• I cropped someone else out of the shot to 
focus on her

• I made sure to crop mid-calf (rather than at 
her ankle or knee)



Look at the whole frame
Consider your options.

A negative: Don't forget to look AT your subject. 

I'm completely guilty of this! I once shot a whole series of photos of my friend 
Miranda that look GREAT in the frame – with the exception of a piece of 
grass in her hair very plainly in the front. 

If you're taking portraits, look for hand placement, 'wardrobe malfunctions' 
or hairs out of place. She may be smiling and look gorgeous, but if the 
placement of her hand makes her look like she's missing a couple fngers, it 
can ruin the whole image.

An added beneft of looking at the whole frame: You may notice stories or 
moments you would have otherwise missed. Like the couple canoodling of 
in the corner, or your daughter making faces at herself in the mirror.



Examples
Sometimes – like when you're photographing 
at an event – you don't really have control 
over it. Sometimes, you wish the person in the 
background would just move 4 feet to their 
left. Or that you could move someone's 
furniture around.

Like this image.

If I could have, I would have moved those 
trash cans. Or moved around to a diferent 
angle to crop them out of the image. 

But, those aren't my trash cans. 

And we were on a walk. There's no way Hazel 
would have waited around for me to fnd a 
diferent angle.

Sometimes – you just have to deal with it.



Examples

Who does this really well? 

Elsie Flannigan – artist, teacher, scrapbooker and independent 
business owner.

Elsie has a lot of practice doing this as she is often taking 
product photos for her online store. She always needs to be 
thinking about what belongs in the frame and what doesn't.

Another thing we can all learn from Elsie is how to creatively 
crop the image.

I love the way she doesn't ever hesitate to get right in close, or 
only show half of what someone else might show all of.

*for copyright reasons I can't use any of her actual images, but please follow the links to view more 
of Elsie's work.

http://abeautifulmess.typepad.com/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/elsiecake/4540820509/
http://www.redvelvetart.com/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/elsiecake/4317223564/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/elsiecake/4229347369/


Extra Credit
If you want to take the next step you can: 

• Learn about the “rule of thirds”: Think 
about the whole composition of your 
image. The rule of thirds (very very 
basically) says that the subject of your 
image should be in one of the 'thirds' of 
your image (assuming the frame is 
broken into 9 sections like a tic-tac-toe 
board)
When you start looking at the entire 
frame, you're giving yourself a chance to 
really consider the composition of the 
image as a whole. 
And that alone can improve your 
photography incredibly.
In this image, the subject's eyes are the 
focus and in the top third of the frame.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rule_of_thirds


Extra Credit
• Experiment with “white space”: Also 

known as 'negative space.' It's the part 
of the image that does NOT contain 
the subject.

I love the visual interest added when 
the 'subject' is only in one small 
section of the image.

Efectively using white space in your 
image can really add to the aesthetic 
quality

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_space_(visual_arts)
http://www.flickr.com/photos/blitheimages/4192419311/in/set-72157623019193726/


Additional Resources
Please feel free to follow the blog Lemon and Raspberry for more 
photography resources, tips, and lessons I learn from my mistakes! I take 
photos pretty much every day, and the site will soon be a home to all the 
photography tips I have learned.

I’ve created a Lemon and Raspberry Flickr group as an added support 
center for those of us who want to work on our image-taking. In addition to 
adding your images to the group for others to see, there is also a chat forum 
available to ask specifc questions or share other tricks you've discovered.

Please join me there!

And – as always – you are welcome to email me with any further questions 
or leave comments on the blog for follow-up.

http://www.lemonandraspberry.com/
http://www.flickr.com/groups/lemonraspberryphoto/
mailto:amy@lemonandraspberry.com
http://www.lemonandraspberry.com/
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